Abstract. SMT solvers typically reason about universal quantifiers via Ematching: syntactic matching patterns for each quantifier prescribe shapes of ground terms whose presence in the SMT run will trigger quantifier instantiations. The effectiveness and performance of the SMT solver depend crucially on well-chosen patterns. Overly restrictive patterns cause relevant quantifier instantiations to be missed, while overly permissive patterns can cause performance degradation including non-termination if the solver gets stuck in a matching loop. Understanding and debugging such instantiation problems is an overwhelming task, due to the typically large number of quantifier instantiations and their non-trivial interactions with each other and other solver aspects. In this paper, we present the Axiom Profiler, a tool that enables users to analyse instantiation problems effectively, by filtering and visualising rich logging information from SMT runs. Our tool implements novel techniques for automatically detecting matching loops and explaining why they repeat indefinitely. We evaluated the tool on the full test suites of five existing program verifiers, where it discovered and explained multiple previously-unknown matching loops.
Introduction
SMT solvers are in prevalent use for a wide variety of applications, including constraint solving, program synthesis, software model checking, test generation and program verification. They combine highly-efficient propositional reasoning with natively supported theories and first-order quantifiers. Quantifiers are used frequently, for instance, to model additional mathematical theories and other domain-specific aspects of an encoded problem. In a program verification setting, for example, one might model a factorial function using an uninterpreted function fact from integers to integers and (partially) defining its meaning by means of quantified formulas such as ∀i:Int :: i > 1 ⇒ fact(i) = i * fact(i-1).
The support for quantifiers in SMT is not without a price; satisfiability of SMT assertions with quantifiers is undecidable in general. SMT solvers employ a range of heuristics for quantifier instantiation, the most widely-used (and the one focused on in this paper) being E-matching [8] . The E-matching approach attaches syntactic patterns to each universal quantifier, prescribing shapes of ground terms which, when encountered during the SMT solver's run, will trigger a quantifier instantiation. For example, the pattern {fact(i)} on the quantifier above would indicate that a quantifier instantiation should be made whenever a function application fact(t) (for some term t) is encountered; the term t then prescribes the corresponding instantiation for the quantified variable.
The success of E-matching as a quantifier instantiation strategy depends crucially on well-chosen patterns: poorly chosen patterns can result in too few quantifier instantiations and failure to prove unsatisfiability of a formula, or too many quantifier instantiations, leading to poor and unpredictable performance, and even non-termination. For the factorial example above, a ground term fact(n) will match the pattern {fact(i)} , yielding an instantiation of the quantifier body, which includes the ground term fact(n-1); this term again matches the pattern, and, if it is never provable that n -x > 1 is definitely false, this process continues generating terms and quantifier instantiations indefinitely, in a matching loop.
Choosing suitable matching patterns is one of the main difficulties in using E-matching effectively [15, 17] . It is extremely difficult to analyse how and why quantifier instantiations misbehave, especially for SMT problems with a large number of quantifiers 2 . Some solvers report high-level statistics (e.g. total number of quantifier instantiations); these are insufficient to determine whether quantifiers were instantiated as intended, and what the root causes of unintended instantiations are. SMT problems with poor performance are typically highly brittle with respect to changes in the input (due to internal pseudo-random heuristics), making performance problems difficult to reproduce or minimise; altering the example often unpredictably changes its behaviour. Conversely, problems with poor quantifier instantiation behaviour are not always slow; slowdowns typically manifest only when sufficiently many interactions with other aspects of the solver (e.g. theory reasoning) arise: extending problematic examples can cause sudden performance degradation, while the underlying cause existed in the original problem. There is therefore a clear need for tool support for uncovering, understanding and debugging quantifier instantiations made during SMT queries.
In this paper, we present the Axiom Profiler, a tool that addresses these challenges, providing comprehensive support for the manual and automated analysis of the quantifier instantiations performed by an SMT solver run, enabling a user to uncover and explain the underlying causes for quantifier-related problems. Our tool takes a log file generated by an SMT solver (in our case, Z3 [7] ), interprets it, and provides a wide array of features and algorithms for displaying, navigating and analysing the data. Specifically, we present the following key contributions: 3. We define an instantiation graph which reflects the causal relationships between quantifier instantiations, that is, which instantiations generate terms or equalities used to trigger which other instantiations (Sec. 5). 4. We present a novel automatic analysis over the causal graph which detects matching loops and explains why they occur (Sec. 6). 5. We provide an implementation. Our evaluation on test suites from five existing program verifiers reveals and explains (confirmed) previously-unknown matching loops (Sec. 7).
Our implementation extends the VCC Axiom Profiler [17] , developed during the VCC [3] project at Microsoft Research. While this older tool (as well as the prior logging mechanism implemented for Z3) has been invaluable as a basis for our implementation, the features and contributions presented in this paper did not exist in the prior tool (aside from a basic explanation of single instantiations, omitting, e.g., equality reasoning steps used to justify a match). Our tool is open source and is available at https://bitbucket.org/viperproject/axiom-profiler/
Background and Running Example
SMT Solving. SMT solvers handle input problems expressed as first-order logic assertions, including both uninterpreted function symbols and combinations of natively-supported interpreted theories (e.g., integers or reals). SMT problems can contain free uninterpreted symbols (e.g., unknown constants); the problem of SMT solving is to decide whether some interpretation for these symbols results in a model of the assertion (the assertion is satisfiable), or not (it is unsatisfiable). The core of an SMT solver is a boolean SAT solving engine, which searches for a model by case-splitting on boolean literals, building up a candidate model. This core engine natively represents only quantifier-free propositional logic (including uninterpreted function symbols and equality). Transitive reasoning about equalities, as well as congruence closure properties (i.e., a = b ⇒ f (a) = f (b) for functions f ), is handled using an E-graph data structure [8] , which efficiently represents the equivalence classes induced by currently-assumed equality facts (and represents disequality facts) over terms in the candidate model. Running Example. Fig. 1 shows our running example, an SMT query including a simplified modelling of program heaps and arrays, along with assertions (facts) encoding several properties: injectivity of the slot mapping (from integers to array locations), meaning of a next function (C-style pointer increment), and sortedness of an array a. The last two assertions represent an index i being somewhere early in array a, and an attempt to prove that the next array entry cannot be smaller than that at i; this proof goal is negated: any model found by the SMT solver is a counterexample to the proof goal. The check-sat command tells the solver to try to find a model for the conjunction of the assertions. ; definition of next (Qnxt) 9 ; ... declare uninterpreted constants h : Heap, a : Arr, len,j : Int 10 (assert ∀i: Int. {lookup(h, slot(a,i))} ; sortedness property (Qsrt) 11 i < 0 ∨ i >= len ∨ lookup(h, slot(a,i)) >= lookup(h, next(slot(a,i)))) 12 (assert 0 <= j ∧ j+100 < len) ; avoids trivial models (e.g., len = 0) 13 (assert (not (lookup(h, slot(a,j)) > (lookup(h, next(slot(a,j))))))) 14 (check-sat) Quantifier Instantiation via E-matching. The most commonly-employed method for supporting first-order quantifiers in an SMT solver is E-matching [8] . Each ∀-quantified subformula (after conversion to negation normal form) must be equipped with at least one pattern: a set of terms to pattern-match against in order to trigger a quantifier instantiation. We write patterns in braces preceding a quantifier body, such as {slot(ar,i)} in line 7 of Fig. 1 . This pattern prescribes instantiating the quantifier when a ground term of the form slot(ar ,i ) is present (for some terms ar , i ) in the E-graph. In this instantiation, ar is bound to (replaced by) ar and i to i . Patterns may contain multiple terms (e.g. {slot(ar,i),slot(ar,k)} in line 5), meaning that the quantifier is instantiated only if the E-graph contains a matching term for each of these pattern terms. It is also possible to specify multiple (alternative) patterns for the same quantifier.
The choice of patterns is critical to the behaviour of the SMT solver. Since quantifier instantiations will only be considered when matching terms are encountered, overly restrictive patterns cause relevant quantifier instantiations to be missed (in the extreme case, if no ground term matching the pattern is encountered, the solver will behave as if the quantified formula were not present). But overly permissive patterns can cause too many quantifier instantiations, resulting in bad performance and even non-termination. The example in Fig. 1 performs around 5000 quantifier instantiations before unknown is reported, indicating that the solver can neither deduce unsatisfiability, nor confirm that its candidate model is correct (the solver cannot be certain whether the candidate model could be ruled out by extra quantifier instantiations not allowed by the patterns).
Why are so many quantifier instantiations made, for such a simple problem? One issue is the quantifier labelled Q nxt , with a matching term slot(ar ,i ). The resulting instantiation yields the assertion next(slot(ar ,i )) = slot(ar ,i +1), in which the (new) ground term slot(ar ,i +1) occurs; when added to the E-graph, this will trigger a new match, in a sequence which can continue indefinitely (the solver terminates only because we bound the depth to 100). Such a repeating instantiation pattern is called a matching loop, and is a key cause of poorly performing solver runs. We will show in the next sections how we can systematically discover this matching loop and other quantifier-related problems in our example.
As illustrated by the quantifier Q srt , terms in patterns may include nested function applications. Matching of ground terms against such patterns is not purely syntactic, but is performed modulo the equalities in the candidate model. For example, adding x = slot(a,3) ∧ lookup(h, x) = 42 to the example will trigger a match against the pattern {lookup(h, slot(a,j))} .The application of lookup can be rewritten via the assumed equality to lookup(h, slot(a,3)), which matches the pattern. Thus, understanding an instantiation requires knowledge not only of the available terms, but also of the equalities derived by the solver.
A Debugging Recipe for SMT Quantifiers
Even with input problems as simple as that of Fig. 1 , undesirable quantifier instantiations easily occur; realistic problems generated by, for instance, program verification tools typically include many hundreds of quantifiers, thousands of terms, and a complex mixture of propositional and theory-specific constraints. Diagnosing and understanding performance problems is further complicated by the fact that the observed slow-downs may not be due to the quantifier instantiations alone; quantifier instantiations may generate many additional theory-specific terms which slow theory reasoning in the SMT solver, and disjunctive formulas which slow the case-splitting boolean search.
In order to systematically understand a quantifier-related SMT problem, we identify (based on our experience) the following sequence of debugging questions:
Are there suspicious numbers of quantifier instantiations?
If not, poor performance is due to other causes, such as non-linear arithmetic reasoning.
Which quantifiers exist in the given SMT problem, and what are their patterns?
The answer to this question is crucial for the subsequent steps and is by no means trivial: in many SMT applications, some quantifiers may be generated by client tools, the SMT solver itself may preprocess input formulas heavily (and heuristically select missing patterns), and nested quantifiers may be added only when outer quantifiers are instantiated. 3. Which quantifiers are instantiated many times? Our experience shows that most quantifier instantiation problems are caused by relatively few quantifiers. The quantifiers identified here will be further examined in the next steps. 4. To identify problematic quantifiers, it is often useful to explore the interactions between several quantifiers by asking: (a) Except for the very first step in this recipe, efficiently answering these questions is impractical without tool support; our Axiom Profiler now provides this support.
Visualising Quantifier Instantiations
The Axiom Profiler takes as input a log file produced by Z3 and provides a wide range of features for analysing the performed quantifier instantiations. In this section, we show the key features for visualising and navigating the data from the log file. In the subsequent sections, we demonstrate how to analyse quantifier instantiation problems, both manually and automatically. Fig. 2 shows a screenshot for the example from Fig. 1 . The tool shows in the middle panel raw data on quantifier instantiations from the log file plus some summary statistics, in the right-hand panel an instantiation graph with causal relationships between instantiations, and in the left-hand panel details of selected instantiations. We describe the three panels in the following.
Raw Data. The middle panel displays the raw data on quantifier instantiations, organised per quantifier as an (XML-like) hierarchy of fields; we inherited this view from the VCC Axiom Profiler [17] . The top-level statistics are useful as an overview for steps 1-3 of our debugging recipe (Sec. 3). Each line corresponds to an individual quantifier and shows its total number of instantiations ("#instances"). Manually navigating the underlying raw data is possible, but typically impractical.
In our example 11 quantifiers are listed: the first 3 are from our input problem; the remaining 8 are generated internally by Z3 (they are never instantiated, and we ignore them for our discussion). We can see there are more than 5000 quantifier instantiations in total; all three quantifiers are instantiated many times.
Instantiation Graph. The right-hand panel is one of the most important features of our tool. The instantiation graph visualises causal relationships between quantifier instantiations, which allows us to identify the high-branching and longsequence scenarios described in step 4 of our debugging recipe. The nodes in the graph represent quantifier instantiations; a (directed) edge indicates that the source node provides either a term which was matched in order to trigger the successor node, or an equality used to trigger the match. Information about equalities is important for step 5c of our recipe, as we will discuss in Sec. 5.
Graph nodes are coloured, where each colour indicates a different quantifier; all instantiations of the same quantifier are coloured identically. The colours make it easy to spot prevalent quantifiers, and to visually identify patterns such as repeating sequences down a long path, which often indicate a matching loop.
Since instantiation graphs can get very large, we provide various filters, for instance, to control the maximum depth to which the graph is displayed, or to expand and collapse the children of a node. It is also possible to display the nodes with the highest number of children (to detect high branching, see step 4a) or the nodes starting the longest paths, as well as longest path starting from a node, which are features especially useful for detecting matching loops.
Our running example contains several instantiation problems. For instance, the instantiation graph in Fig. 2 shows a very large number of purple nodes (the quantifier labelled Q inj in Fig. 1 ) and two sequences of yellow (the Q nxt quantifier) and green (Q srt ) nodes, which indicate potential matching loops. Whereas the number of instantiations is also visible from the raw data, identifying such groupings and patterns is made possible by the instantiation graph.
Instantiation Details. The raw data and instantiation graph allow one to identify potentially-problematic quantifiers according to the first four steps of our debugging recipe. To support the analysis described in step 5, the left-hand panel provides details of all relevant information about specific quantifier instantiations. The instantiation of interest can be selected in either of the other two panels.
Selecting the top node in the graph from our example yields an explanation of the first instantiation of the (Q nxt ) quantifier. The panel lists blamed terms: that is, terms in the E-graph whose subterms were matched against the patterns; here, the blamed term is slot(a,j) (the numbers in square brackets are explained below). The subterm of a blamed term matched against the pattern (here, the whole term) is highlighted in gold, while the nested subterms bound to quantified variables (here, a and j) are shown in blue. The panel then shows the bindings per quantified variable (named by a unique number prefixed with "qvar_"), the quantifier itself (highlighting the pattern matched against), and any new resulting terms added to the E-graph. In particular, the bound terms and pattern matched against provide the information needed for step 5a of the debugging recipe.
In realistic examples, presenting the relevant terms readably can be a challenge, for which we provide a variety of features. Since the E-graph often contains only partial information about interpreted literals, it can be useful to annotate function applications and constants with a numeric term identifier (shown in square brackets); these identifiers are generated by Z3. For example, all integertyped terms are simply represented by Int() here; the term identifiers allow us to identify identical terms, even though their precise meanings are unknown. Since identifiers can also make large terms harder to read, enabling them is optional.
For some problems, the relevant terms can get extremely large. To present terms in a meaningful form (see step 5b of our recipe), our tool provides facilities for defining custom printing rules. Typical use cases include simplifying names, and rendering those representing operators (such as a list append function) with infix syntax. In addition, our tool allows one to choose the depth to which terms are printed; we use ... to replace subterms below this depth.
Manual Analysis of Instantiation Problems
In this section, we demonstrate on the example from Fig. 1 how to use the features of the Axiom Profiler to manually analyse and debug quantifier instantiation problems. The automatic analyses provided by our tool will be discussed in Sec. 6.
Simple Matching Loops.
Since all three quantifiers in our example lead to many instantiations, we start narrowing down the problem by looking for matching loops (step 4b in the recipe). Filtering for nodes starting the longest paths displays the sub-graph on the left of Fig. 3 . One can see two parallel sequences of instantiations; an initial one of yellow (Q nxt ) instantiations, and a second of green (Q srt ) instantiations. Since the (Q nxt ) sequence is self-contained (there are no incoming edges from outside of these nodes), we investigate this one first. By selecting and inspecting the details of these instantiations (in the left-hand panel) in turn, we see that all after the first look very similar: each blames a term of the shape slot(a, Int() + j) (Int() abstracts all constants from the integer theory) and produces (among others) a new term of this same shape. The term identifiers show that the new term from each instantiation is the one blamed by the next, indicating a matching loop. In Sec. 6, we will show how the Axiom Profiler can perform this entire analysis automatically.
The detected matching loop for Q nxt is the one we discussed in Sec. 2. It can be fixed by selecting a more restrictive pattern for the Q nxt quantifier, namely {next(slot(a,i))} , only allowing instantiations when the next function is applied to an array slot. In particular, instantiating the quantifier does not produce a new term of this shape, which breaks the matching loop. Re-running Z3 on the fixed example reduces the number of quantifier instantiations to around 1400.
High Branching. Besides long paths, high branching may point to potentially problematic quantifiers (see step 4a of our debugging recipe). Once we have fixed the matching loop described above, we use the "Most Children" filter (available from "Redraw Graph") to identify the nodes with highest branching factor; subsequently using "Show Children" on one of these nodes results in the sub-graph in the middle of Fig. 3 . This node has 42 child nodes, of which 41 are instantiations of the injectivity property (Q inj ). The pattern for this quantifier is {slot(a,i),slot(a,k)} , so each instantiation requires two applications of the slot function. Examining the instantiation details reveals that the 41 instantiations all share one of the two slot terms, while the other varies. The common term is produced by the parent node, and then combined with many previously-existing terms to trigger the instantiation 41 times.
The underlying problem is that the pattern yields a number of instantiations that is quadratic in the number of slot terms. This is a known "anti-pattern" for expressing injectivity properties; an alternative is to add an inverse function and axioms expressing this fact [6] , which can then match linearly in the number of slot terms. For simple injectivity axioms such as that from our example, Z3 will even perform this rewriting for us; we disabled this option for the sake of illustration. Enabling this reduces the number of quantifier instantiations to 152.
Equality Explanations. The remaining instantiations in our example form a long path, which may indicate another matching loop. As shown on the right of Fig. 3 , the path alternates the quantifiers Q nxt and Q srt . Unlike for the simple matching loop we uncovered earlier in this section, neither of the two quantifiers now produces a term that directly matches the pattern for Q srt . Instead, subsequent instantiations are triggered by rewriting terms via equalities.
The Axiom Profiler explains the required rewriting steps to support step 5c of the recipe. In particular, the instantiation details shown include, besides the blamed terms, the equalities used and how they can yield a term that matches the necessary pattern. In our example, the very first instantiation blames a term lookup(h, next(slot(a, j))) and shows the following relevant equality:
where (2) is a number for this equality, and the (next_def[#56]) annotation after the equality symbol is the justification for the equality; in this case, it names a quantifier (the Q nxt quantifier in Fig. 1 ). In general, equality justifications can be more complex; we contributed code for Z3 to log relevant information, letting us reconstruct transitive equality steps, theory-generated equalities, and congruence closure steps (for which a recursive equality explanation can also be generated). By inspecting each node's blamed terms and relevant equality information, it is possible to indeed uncover a matching loop still present in this version of our example. In brief: instantiating the Q srt quantifier produces a term that triggers an instantiation of the Q nxt quantifier, which produces equality (2). This equality is then used to rewrite the same term, resulting in another match for the Q srt quantifier, and so on. Matching up all relevant terms and assembling the details of this explanation manually remains somewhat laborious; in the next section, we show a more detailed explanation which our tool produces automatically.
Automated Explanation of Matching Loops
The previous section illustrated how the Axiom Profiler supports the manual analysis of quantifier instantiation problems. For the common and severe problem of matching loops, our tool is also able to produce such explanations automatically, reducing the necessary debugging effort significantly.
Consider the example from Fig. 1 , after fixing the first of the two matching loops as explained in the previous section. Recall that our manual analysis revealed that the second matching loop consists of repeated instantiations of quantifier Q srt , which are sustained via equalities obtained from the quantifier Q nxt . Applying our automated analysis produces the following explanation: (1) It identifies a potential matching loop involving the quantifiers Q nxt and Q srt . (2) It synthesises a template term lookup(h, next(slot(a,T1)) whose presence, for any term T 1 , sets off the matching loop. (3) It explains step by step: (a) how such a term triggers the quantifier Q nxt (recall that we fixed the pattern to {next(slot(ar,i))} ) to produce the equality next(slot(a,T1))=slot(a,T1+Int()), (b) how this equality is used to rewrite the template term to lookup(h, slot(a,T1+Int()), (c) that the resulting term causes an instantiation of quantifier Q srt to produce the term lookup(h, next(slot(a,T1+Int())), and (d) how this term sets off the next iteration by using T1+Int() for T 1 . Our algorithm to produce such explanations consists of four main steps, which we explain in the remainder of this section.
Step 1: Selecting Paths. Our algorithm starts by selecting a path through the instantiation graph that represents a likely matching loop. The user can influence this choice by selecting a node that must be on the path and by selecting a subgraph that must contain the path. The algorithm then chooses a path heuristically, favouring long paths and paths with many instantiations per quantifier (more precisely, per matched pattern). Since it is common that paths contain several instantiations before actually entering a matching loop, our algorithm prunes path prefixes if their quantifiers do not occur frequently in the rest of the path.
Step 2: Identifying Repeating Sequences. Matching loops cause repeated sequences of quantifier instantiations. We abstract the instantiations on a path to a string (instantiations of the same quantifier and pattern get the same character), and efficiently find the substring (subsequence of instantiations) repeating most often using suffix trees [25] ; in our example, this subsequence is Q nxt , Q srt .
Step 3: Generalising Repetitions. Each repetition of the subsequence identified in the previous step potentially represents an iteration of a matching loop. To produce a generalised explanation for the entire loop, we first produce explanations of each individual repetition and then generalise those explanations.
The automatic explanation of the individual repetitions works as summarised in steps 5a and 5c of our debugging recipe, and uses the same functionality that we used for the manual analysis in the previous section. In our example, the analysis reveals that the first repetition of the sequence is triggered by the term lookup(h,slot(a,i)), which comes from the assertion in line 13. This term triggers an instantiation of the quantifier Q srt , which in turn triggers the quantifier Q nxt to produce the equality next(slot(a,i))=next(slot(a,i+1) ). Rewriting the term lookup(h, next(slot(a,i)) ) from the quantifier Q srt with this equality produces lookup (h,slot(a,i+1) ). Performing this analysis on the second repetition shows that it is triggered by exactly this term and, after the analogous sequence of steps, produces lookup (h,slot(a,i+2) ), and so on.
The explanations for the individual repetitions of the sequence will differ in the exact terms they blame and equalities they use. However, since each repetition triggers the same patterns of the same quantifiers, these terms and equalities have term structure in common. We extract this common structure by performing anti-unification [21] , that is, by replacing each position in which subterms disagree with fresh symbolic variables. In our example, antiunification of the blamed terms for the first instantiation of each repetition produces lookup(h,slot(a,T1)), that is, the disagreeing terms i, i+1, etc. have been replaced by the fresh symbolic variable T 1 . Similarly, the used equalities are anti-unified to next(slot(a,T2))=next(slot(a,T3+Int())).
Introducing a fresh symbolic variable in each such position loses information for terms originally occurring multiple times. For instance, in our example, antiunifying the blamed terms and the used equalities introduces three symbolic variables T 1 , T 2 , T 3 even though the disagreeing terms are equal in each repetition of the sequence. This equality is vital for the explanation of the matching loop.
In simple examples such as this one, we need only keep the first introduced symbolic variable T ; in general there may be different choices which can mutually express each other via function applications (e.g. T = f (T ) and T = g(T ), for which either symbolic variable would be sufficient). We handle the general problem of selecting which symbolic variables to keep by building a directed graph to represent this expressibility relation between symbolic variables. We have developed an algorithm to efficiently select some subset of the symbolic variables with no redundant elements based on this graph; we then rewrite all generalised terms and equalities using only these variables. In our example, the graph reflects T 1 T 2 T 3 and, thus, we are able to rewrite the generalised equality to use only T 1 resulting in next(slot(a,T1))=next(slot(a,T1+Int())).
Step 4: Characterising Matching Loops. Once we have generalised templates of the blamed terms and equalities, we use these to express the terms used to begin the next iteration of the repeating pattern; if this is a term with additional structure, we classify the overall path explained as a matching loop. In our example, we see that where T 1 was used, T1+Int() is used in the next iteration, from which we conclude that this is indeed a matching loop. We add the information about these terms used to start the next iteration of the loop to our finalised explanations (cf. (d) in the explanation starting this section).
Implementation and Evaluation
Our work is implemented as a stand-alone application. We also submitted (accepted) patches to Z3 to obtain the full logging information that our tool requires; we now record equalities used for matching patterns, and justifications for how these equalities were derived from the solver's E-graph. These logging mechanisms are enabled via the additional trace=true proof=true logging options. Other SMT solvers could produce the same information (information on terms, equalities and matches), and reuse our work. In order to demonstrate that the Axiom Profiler can be used to identify and help explain matching loops in real world problems, we ran experiments on a total of 34,159 SMT files, corresponding to the full test suites of a selection of verification tools which use Z3 as a backend: F* [24] (6,281 files), Why3 [11] (26,258 files), Viper (887 files) [19] , Nagini [10] (266 files) and Dafny [14] (467 files)). Using a command-line interface for our tool, we analysed each of these files in an attempt to find matching loops. We note that since these are expert-written, polished (and, presumably performant) test suite examples, one might expect most, if not all such issues to have been eliminated.
For each file, the tool analysed the 40 longest paths in the instantiation graph, searching for matching loops using the analysis of Sec. 6. In order to eliminate most false positives (since paths were found with no user introspection, and repeating patterns do not always indicate matching loops), we searched for paths with at least 10 repetitions of some quantifier instantiation sequence. We found 51 such files, and inspected each by hand for matching loops, using the techniques of Sec. 4 and Sec. 6 to identify whether matching loops are present (false positives also occurred: for example, in tools which model lookups in program heaps using axioms, there are often long chains of instantiations of the same axiom but for different versions of the heap). For all investigated examples, our tool analyses these paths in a second or two: this manual classification is very efficient. Fig. 4 summarises the matching loops we discovered. We found 28 previouslyunknown matching loops: 13 from Why3, 10 from Viper and 5 from Dafny; we didn't find any matching loops in the F* or Nagini suites (which could be due to highly-tuned or restrictive triggers). The matching loops we detected were of many varieties. In Why3, 10 stemmed from modelling recursively-defined concepts (e.g. ∀x: Int even(x). even(x) =⇒ even(x + 2)). We also found more complex matching loops in Why3's axiomatization of lists and arrays. For example, an array axiom ∀x, y. {mk_ref(x,y)}. sort(ref(x),mk_ref(x,y)) yields a term matching a second axiom, yielding contents(ref (T1), mk_ref(ref(T1),mk_ref(T1,T2)) ). The outer mk_ref term is new; we can instantiate the first axiom again. Why3 leaves the selection of most patterns to the SMT-solver, and uses a timeout (along with alternative solvers); this explains the potential for matching loops.
Viper provides two verifiers; we extracted and ran SMT queries for both. We found 4 causes of matching loops; some manifested in multiple files. These include direct matching loops and more complex cases: e.g. in the testHistoryLemmasPVL example, an associativity axiom allows repeatedly generating new term structure, which feeds a parallel matching loop concerning a recursive function definition.
For Dafny, we also found some simple and some complex cases. One axiom ∀a, b, c {app(a, app(b, c))}. app(a, app(b, c)) = app(app(a, b), c) expressing associativity of a concatenation operator 3 , in combination with a case-split assumption made by Z3 that one term a' instantiated for a is equal to Nil, and the known property Nil=app(Nil,Nil), allows rewriting the right-hand-side term learned from each instantiation with a new app application on which the same axiom can be matched. A similar problem is described by Moskal [17] .
In all cases (including those which, when inspected manually turned out to be false positives), following our debugging recipe and applying the Axiom Profiler's features allowed us to quickly isolate and explain the matching loops present. We have communicated our findings to the respective tool authors, who all confirmed that these matching loops were previously-unknown and that they plan to investigate them further (potentially using the Axiom Profiler itself).
Related Work
Since its origin in the Simplify prover [8] , E-matching has been adapted and improved in implementations for a variety of SMT solvers [5, 12, 18, 2, 1] ). Since E-matching-based instantiation gives weak guarantees for satisfiable problems (typically returning unknown as an outcome), for problem domains where satisfiability (and a corresponding model) is the desired outcome, alternative instantiation techniques have been proposed [13, 23, 22] . For specific domains, these are often preferable, but for problems in which many external concepts need to be modelled with quantifiers, such as deductive program verification, E-matching remains the only general solution. While our work focuses on E-matching support, it would be interesting future work to investigate to what extent we could also provide useful information about other quantifier instantiation strategies.
As discussed in the Introduction, we build upon the VCC Axiom Profiler [17] tool, which defined first versions of the logging in Z3 (without equality information), the raw data display (retained in our middle panel) and a basic display of information per quantifier, without explanations of equalities used to justify matches. The contributions of this paper make it practical to quickly navigate and understand even complicated SMT runs, in ways impossible with the previous tool. Nonetheless, this prior tool was a very helpful basis for our implementation.
The serious challenges of pattern selection have warranted papers both on expert strategies [17, 15] , and for formalising the logical meaning of quantifiers equipped with patterns [9] . Various SMT solvers select patterns for quantifiers automatically (if omitted by the user). To reduce the uncertainty introduced in this way, many program verification tools select their own patterns when encoding to SMT (e.g., VCC [4] , Viper [20] , Dafny [14] ). Leino and Pit-Claudel [16] present a technique for selecting patterns in Dafny while avoiding direct matching loops; the matching loops we found in Dafny tests arose in spite of this functionality.
Conclusions
In this paper, we presented a comprehensive solution for the analysis of quantifier instantiations in SMT solvers. Our newly-developed Axiom Profiler enables a user to effectively explore and understand the quantifier instantiations performed by an SMT run, their connections and potentially-problematic patterns which arise (e.g. due to matching loops). Our instantiation graph, customisable visualisation of information and automatic explanations for matching loops make investigating even complex SMT queries practical in reasonable time. Furthermore, we were able to script these analyses to uncover matching loops in a variety of test suites for existing tools; it would be interesting to analyse further tools in this way.
As future work, we plan to investigate tighter integration with tools that build on SMT solvers, e.g. to represent terms at a higher level of abstraction. We also plan to investigate whether theory-reasoning steps in the SMT solver can be made less opaque to our tool, especially with respect to justifying equalities. Automating explanations for matching loops with repeating structures more complex than single paths would be a challenging extension of our techniques.
